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1. An editor of the ALW adds the reference ALW 17, 206a   FEW 21, 342a by a means that is
dependent on the way the e-ALW is implemented e.g. using a web interface.
2. The e-ALW notifies the e-FEW that a new reference has been created using the request described
in section “Creating References”.
3. A reader of the FEW accesses the article FEW 21, 342a and, in a transparent way, the e-FEW
builds a consolidated view of the article by retrieving also the article ALW 17, 206a (step 3.1)
using the request described in section “Accessing Articles”.
The request described in section “Listing References of an Article” is not used in above scenario.
However, it might make sense in more elaborated scenarios where a user wants to explore a graph
of references that might span several e-dictionnaries.
4. Conclusion
This paper discussed the question of linking together digital dictionaries which deal with the same
linguistic area, some of these dictionaries giving additional or updated information about lexical
units from other dictionaries. The update of the FEW through the references made by the ALW is
given as a case study and highlights the need for linking.
We exposed a simple peer-to-peer protocol allowing several e-dictionaries to connect and maintain
together the set of references involving the articles they host without the need for a central organi-
sation or system, preventing a potential bottleneck and a single point of failure. We also suggested
an implementation of this protocol implying a small REST API that should be exposed by all e-
dictionaries willing to be connected. This approach allows the teams responsible for the maintenance
of the various e-dictionaries to keep their own technologies and representation for their data.
The described protocol allows us to link lexical units on the basis of any criteria. In the particular
case of Gallo-Romance lexicography, the etymological information and the systematic mention of
the FEW allow a quick linking process. At the same time, this linking process enables the update
of the FEW by giving direct access to updates made by other dictionaries.
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The Trésor de la langue française (TLF)

The Französisches Etymologisches Wörterbuch 
(FEW)
• 25 volumes, 16700 pages 
• thesaurus: all lexical units 
• of French area: French, 
Franco-provençal, Occitan, 
Gascon and dialects 
• from 9th to 21st century 





The Atlas Linguistique de la Wallonie (ALW)
• 10 volumes 
• linguistic atlas: localised 
lexical units 
• Belgian area: Walloon, 
Picard, Gaumais 
• enquiry (1924 to 1959) 










1. Syntax and Semantics 
2. Decomposition 




Cf. Linked Data in Linguistics (LDL) 2018, F. Khan 
• Etymology and diachronicity 
• Etymological dictionaries of English, with « specificities of Romance 
languages » 
• Digital and retrodigitised dictionaries 
• Previous works : Salmon-Alt 2006, Bowers/Romary 2016 (TEI)
LemonETY
Cf. Linked Data in Linguistics 2018, F.Khan 
• Etymology     (lexicalEntry, sense, morphological variation, …) 
• Etymon          (LexicalEntry) 
• Cognate         (LexicalEntry) 
• EtyLink          (etymological relation) : inheritance, borrowing, specialisation 
• etySource, etyTarget, etySubSource, etySubTarget
LemonETY
1. Evolution of a word in time: temporalExtent (Form, Sense, LexicalEntry) 
2. Speculative (several hypothesis) and links to secondary litterature : citations/
attestations 
3. Linguistic changes at diiferent levels (phonology, semantics …) 
4. Imprecise meanings (reconstruction)
C. Application in Gallo-
Romance etymology




• Etymon  
• Cognate 
• EtyLink 
LemonETY is suitable for most dictionaries
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ALW
FEW
Ontolex missing parts : 
• Forms grouping using diverse criteria 
• (semantical/morphological/etymological…) 
• Cf. Mazziotta 2008 (ALW and FEW)







Cf. Linked Data in Linguistics 2018, F.Khan 
• Etymology     (lexicalEntry, sense, variation, …) 
• Etymon          (LexicalEntry) 
• Cognate         (LexicalEntry) 
• EtyLink          (etymological relation) 
• etySource, etyTarget, etySubSource, etySubTarget






• TLFi = Trésor de la langue française informatisé 
• DMF = Dictionnaire du moyen français 
• FEW = Französisches Etymologisches Wörterbuch 
• ALW = Atlas linguistique de la Wallonie 
• DERom = Dictionnaire étymologique roman
Gallo-Romance dictionaries
